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The compromised and ‘failing’ position of the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) and Republican Party of India, 
led one eminent commentator to urge Dalit activists and scholars to “look south because Tamil Nadu may 
offer some important lessons” for Dalit politics (Omvedt 2003: xvii-xviii). Tamil Nadu is indeed an 
interesting case study because it is one of the more developed states within India and has a long history 
of anti-caste politics and legislation. Despite this, it remains one of the more caste-divided regions as well. 
Autonomous mobilisation by Dalit groups coincided with an increase in casteist violence designed to keep 
the Dalits in a subordinate position (Gorringe 2006). It is only in the past decade, therefore, that Dalit 
parties have achieved sufficient credibility to forge alliances with established parties (Wyatt 2009). No 
Dalit party has been able to emulate the success of the BSP in electoral terms, but the political context 
here is very different (Omvedt 2003). The primary aim of Dalit parties in Tamil Nadu, rather, has been to 
strip ‘Dalit voters away from Dravidian parties’ (Roberts 2010: 18). Omvedt’s opinion comes in a book of 
speeches by the Tamil Dalit leader Thirumavalavan and she argues that the passion and vibrancy that 
characterised initial BSP mobilisation are captured in the fiery speeches and grass-roots mobilisation of 
Thirumavalavan and the Viduthalai Ciruthaigal Katchi (VCK – Liberation Panther Party) – the largest Dalit 
movement in Tamil Nadu. Roberts (2010) concurs with Omvedt’s assessment and argues that the Tamil 
Dalit movement has a wider social and political significance that extends beyond the state. In the past few 
years the VCK have cemented their alliance with the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagham (Dravidian 
Progressive Federation – DMK), one of the two main political parties in the state, and have gained entry 
to the political mainstream. On one hand, commentators suggest that the VCK offer a different, Dalit, way 
of doing politics rather than mimicking the established parties and point to welfare concessions that they 
have secured since allying with the DMK. Conversely, there is a widespread sense that the VCK are in 
danger of emulating other institutionalised movements by losing their radicalism and alienating their 
supporters. There are widespread allegations of corruption and profiteering, including numerous stories of 
VCK activists acting as brokers or middlemen in caste disputes for monetary gain. This interview was 
conducted as part of a research project, focused primarily on Dalit voters and activists in and around 
Madurai in order to understand how political subjectivities, ideas of citizenship, and perceptions of social 
exclusion have been reshaped by the entry of autonomous Dalit parties into the political mainstream. It is 
trying to understand whether and/or how the demands and critiques of Dalit movements have been 
integrated into the political behaviour of Dalit citizens and also the extent to which such ideas have 
informed the wider political sphere. Whilst interviews with Thirumavalavan frequently feature in Tamil 
magazines, it is much less common for those in secondary leadership positions to be able to articulate 
their positions. This interview with one of the leading Dalit intellectuals in the party offers a frank and 
reflexive account of the trials and tribulations of Dalit politics in Tamil Nadu. 
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Hugo: What is the current situation of 
Dalits? Not just that. As discussed before, this 
is Dravidian Land. Politicians here have spoken 
about caste eradication since Periyar. Are Dalit 
movements really necessary in this land? 
Sannah: Not just in this state, across India 
there is a pressing need for Dalit movements. If 
you ask why, even though there is one 
viewpoint that casts this as the land of Periyar 
EVR– like you said – as far as Dalits are 
concerned their mobilisational history stretches 
back more than 150 years. In 1777 in Chennai 
there was a major protest which Rettaimalar 
Srinivasan has written about in his auto-
biography. There was an inquiry held in 
Chennai’s St George Fort concerning a Dalit 
murder, and there was a serious riot at that 
point. Linked to that conflict there was a rise in 
Dalit consciousness and mobilisation. Since 
then there has been continuous struggle, but 
there was a lack of organisation at that time that 
hindered the opportunity for greater change. If 
you ask when that happened, in 1840 the term 
Adi-Dravidar was introduced as a socio-
political name meaning ‘original’ or 
‘indigenous’ Dravidian. Subsequently, in 1880 
the Adi-Dravidar Mahajana Sabhai (Adi-
Dravidar People’s Organisation) was formed as 
a structured movement, followed by the 
Paraiyar Mahajana Sabhai (People’s 
Organisation of Paraiyars) in 1890, and the 
Dravida Mahajana Sabhai (People’s 
Organisation of Dravidians) in 1891. That 
means three very significant movements started 
operating between 1880 and 1891. All Dalit 
movements today may be seen as offspring of 
these organisations. The ideals they articulated 
and the demands they lay down are precisely 
the ones that are being followed today. The 
leaders like Periyar EVR and others who you 
mentioned are merely leaders who have come 
and gone in the interim. Apart from Periyar 
EVR we need to mention many names: 
Between 1845 and 1880 there was a galaxy 
of leaders who laboured for the Dalit people. 
Figures like V. Ayothidas Pandithar (who was 
K. Ayothidas Pandit’s teacher), the poet 
Vairakkan Velayudham, Venkitasamy 
Pandithaar, Arankayyadass Pandithar, Mylia 
Chinna Thambi, Poet P.A.A. Rajendram Pillai 
(who was also a noted novelist), and Saangu 
Siddha Sivalinga Nayanar. These leaders paved 
the path to future Dalit politics by socializing 
the Dalit masses. Some efforts to mobilise the 
people also occurred in this period including the 
Subhichara Sangam (Welfare Association), 
Figure 1: Sannah (left) with Thirumavalavan 
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Poorva Tamil Abimaana Sanga (Original 
Tamil’s Welfare Association), Panchamar 
Kalvi Sangam (Untouchable’s Educational 
Association), and Adhular Abiviruthi Sangam 
(Dalit Welfare Association). 
        
               
 
The work of these luminaries prepared the 
ground for the emergence of subsequent leaders 
who carried their wishes and aims forward in 
the socio-political arena. Key figures here 
include K. Ayothidass Pandithar (or 
Ayothidasar as he is known in Tamil) - who 
was the first social reformer in south India who 
started the Casteless Dravidian People’s 
Movement - and his friend D. John Ratnam 
who founded the Dravidar Kazhagam and 
Dravidar Pandian Magazine in 1887, well 
before EV Ramasamy Naicker launched his 
Dravida Kazhagam.  
Other leaders of this period were B.M. 
Madhura Pillai, B. Venkatachala 
Subramanyam, Mylai Chinnathambi, Swamy 
Arankaiyya Dassar (Editor of the 3rd Dalit 
magazine - Sugirtha Vasani (Good Words)) O. 
Palanisamy, OmPrakasa Swamy, V.C.Vasudeva 
Pillai, Swamy Desikanantha, M.C.Madhura 
Pillai, V.Darmalingam Pillai, all represented the 
Adi Dravidar Mahajana Sabha and L.C. 
Gurusamy and H.M. Jeganathan represented 
Arunthathiyars in said movement. In early 
period of 1910s K. Appadurai, Poet 
Periyasamy, R. Veeryan were prominent, and 
from 1920s M.C. Raja emerged as the first 
national Dalit leader of All India Depressed 
Class Federation. Subsequently, from the 1930s 
Swamy Sagajanandar, P.M. Velayudhapani, 
V.I. Munusamy Pillai, N. Sivaraj, Annai 
Meenambal (the first Dalit Women Leader in 
India), Jothi Venkita Chellam, and B. 
Parameswaran also campaigned for Dalits 
political rights influenced by Dr.Ambekar. 
There is, thus, a very long and rich history of 
Dalit mobilisation in Tamil Nadu. 
Over and above all these Pandit 
Ayothidasar had an ideological basis in his 
attempts to mobilise people. He saw only those 
without caste as Tamils, and only those without 
caste as Dravidians. Those who accepted caste 
were not Tamils or Dravidians, only those who 
rejected caste were identified as Tamils or 
Dravidians. He split society into two camps; not 
just Dalits and non-Dalits since those non-
Dalits who rejected caste could also claim to be 
Tamil or Dravidian. He founded a mass 
movement around this central concept. This
Figure 2: Dalit leaders from left to right: Ayothidassar, 
N. Sivaraj, Meenambal, Gurusamy, Jeganathan 
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was the forerunner of the Self-Respect 
Movement in South India. So, not just in Tamil 
Nadu, what Dalit movements require is to focus 
on people’s rights. The demands rose in the 
1880s - Ayothidasar led a petition in 1891 – the 
demands raised there have not yet been realised 
for Dalit people and remain as important today 
as they were then. Consequently, Dalit 
movements are absolutely essential for Dalit 
people today. 
Hugo: Now, have the movements that came 
in-between, the Periyarist movements, obscured 
the history of these early movements? We tend 
not to talk about Ayothidasar or other leaders 
but focus on Periyar. Wherever you look there 
are Periyar/EVR statues and pictures and only 
rarely do you encounter Pandit Ayothidasar and 
Rettaimalar Srinivasan. 
Sannah: Yes. 
Hugo: Have we forgotten the earlier leaders 
due to the emergence of the Dravidian 
Federation? 
Sannah: We can split this into what the 
benefits and disadvantages of the Dravidian 
Movements have been. This is something that 
we have to address in some detail. If you ask 
why, then everyone says that the Dravidian 
movements started in 1917. In 1912, all the 
high caste traders and landlords in Chennai 
joined hands to form a movement which they 
called the South India Traders’ Association 
which soon became the South India Welfare 
Association in 1916. This then became the 
Justice Party. This is the background to the 
emergence of the party. If you ask what their 
motives at the outset were, then it was clearly 
not their objective to attain liberation for the 
Dalit people, nor did they ever sign up to that 
goal. Even in the first Justice Party manifesto 
there is nothing more than a statement to the 
effect that basic needs of the downtrodden 
should be addressed, there is nothing about 
rights here at all. So if you ask what their main 
objective was; Brahmins had allied with the 
whites (British Indian Government Authorities) 
to gain a share of official authority. It was to 
claim a share of that power that this movement 
was formed: The Non-Brahmin Movement. 
They wanted a share of power and to claim that 
share they needed some basis for their claim. 
They argued that they had been denied a share 
of power that was due to them and used 
arguments of social justice to demand power for 
them. It is because they mobilised on this basis 
that the identity of the Justice Party was 
created. We cannot, however, expect them to 
raise up the Dalit people below them given the 
basis on which they operated. Had they had any 
interest in social justice more generally they 
would not have defeated the temple entry bill 
brought forward in 1921, but they are the ones 
who defeated it. They stood together in 
opposition to that bill and ensured that it lost. It 
was only later under sustained pressure from 
Rettaimalai Srinivasan, M.C. Raja and others 
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that they finally enacted the legislation. 
Important work that they did after did involve 
the Labour Commission which pressed for the 
creation of a fund for the education of the 
downtrodden. As soon as this lot came to power 
this was one of the first funds that they cut. 
They kept depleting it and depleting it until the 
opportunities for the downtrodden to study 
were dramatically diminished. We can see that 
they split society into three categories: 
Brahmin, non-Brahmin and Dalit. Those who 
suffered most from this division at the time and 
who continue to suffer are the downtrodden. 
The notion that the Periyarist movement 
achieved anything significant for the 
downtrodden is simply an illusion. Beyond that, 
after Periyar entered the Dravidian movement 
he created the Self-Respect Movement and he 
sought to unite the downtrodden people. Even 
though he succeeded in rallying them to some 
extent he remained true to the old model of 
society. He could not go beyond it because 
there were many downtrodden leaders at the 
time which was a major obstacle to them 
accepting him as a leader. Since the Dravidian 
movement was mainly made up of non-Dalits, 
there was a social obstacle to the inclusion of 
the downtrodden as well. No matter what they 
may have desired, there was this social bar to 
overcoming the gap between the downtrodden 
and others. Then, the Dravidian movement 
emerged as a potent political force: in 1939 you 
have the Dravidian Federation and in 1949 you 
have the foundation of the DMK. In those 10 
years when they were heading into politics and 
establishing themselves, they felt that they 
would be able to gain power only if they 
mobilised on the basis of a Dravidian identity 
and they began, even at this stage, to mask 
aspects of downtrodden identity. They did not 
need them. The downtrodden needed to turn 
their identity into a vote-bank or there was no 
need to unite with them. So the whole direction 
of the non-Brahmin movement clashed 
headlong with and suppressed Dalit identity; 
nowhere did they significantly endorse or 
support the downtrodden at all in any of the 
organs of the Justice Party or the Dravidian 
Parties or even the Republican Party. More 
specifically I have read a piece about Ambedkar 
in a magazine called Kaandibam that argued 
that he was a northern leader and asking why 
we were bringing him down South that is how 
they began to speak. In this manner they even 
started to obscure Ambedkar at this point in 
time. Although Periyar may not have had this 
aim, the Dravidian movement has been unable 
to escape the shackles of caste. So the 
Dravidian movement knowingly or 
unknowingly has a huge role in suppressing the 
history of Dalit politics and the other aspects of 
social history. 
Hugo: Two questions arise out of this. You 
mentioned two issues: firstly, at the very outset, 
Ayothidasar campaigned for Tamil rights and 
liberty without foregrounding caste.
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Sannah: Not Tamil rights, he used Tamil 
identity to protest for the rights of the oppressed 
people and sought to gain their liberation in this 
manner. 
Hugo: Okay. At the same time Rattaimalar 
Srinivasan mobilised on the basis of caste. 
Given these strands, has the Dalit concept taken 
root in Tamil Nadu? Alternatively, is caste still 
to the fore in Dalit politics? 
Sannah: Are you talking about Dalit sub-
caste debates here? 
Hugo: Yes, that’s right. 
Sannah: What you are saying is true 
enough. The Dalit concept spread widely after 
1972 when the Dalit Panthers of India first used 
that word to describe themselves. Though it 
gained recognition in Maharashtra in 1972, it 
was not until 1990 that it gained acceptance in 
Tamil Nadu. After 1990 we cannot say that this 
one word alone led to an uprising amongst the 
people. Awareness only increased to the extent 
that organisations were built around this term. 
This word was used in politics to bring various 
Paraiyans, Pallans, Chakkiliyans/Arundathiyans 
together on a common platform in Tamil Nadu 
and also in India. We cannot say that it had the 
same effect on a social level. Socially speaking 
it has still not been realised, and there is little 
scope to create a common Dalit identity in 
Tamil Nadu at the moment. We cannot say that 
the people have fully embraced the Dalit label; 
they are using it for political purposes. At the 
same time the sub-caste feelings you are talking 
about – the identity as Pallar, Paraiyar and 
Chakkiliyar – was not so prominent some 6-7 
years back. Now, due to being stirred up by the 
Dravidian parties, these sub-caste issues are 
being articulated and campaigned around on the 
premise of social justice. The Dravidian parties 
have had a huge hand in stirring up these 
feelings.  
Hugo: Not just the Dravidian Parties, the 
Communist parties too? 
Sannah: Yes, yes we can include the 
Communists in that too. Though they say that 
they have worked on this historically, they have 
failed to understand that history in their work. 
Specifically they are still unaware of the history 
of the downtrodden. They are still in the 
situation where they cannot grasp the division 
of the people into oor [main village] and cheri 
[Dalit settlements]. Only once they grasp that 
can they begin to think about a solution. If you 
ignore history and campaign on the basis of 
issues and problems, where do those problems 
come from? Arunthathiyars have one set of 
problems; Pallars have distinct issues and 
Paraiyars have a distinct set of problems. Each 
existing sub-caste faces specific problems. 
When you take up one of those issues for 
political purposes then you end up excluding 
the next sub-caste. Then caste norms are 
reinforced; the norms they thought to destroy 
are being strengthened in this process. This has 
been a real bonus for the intermediate castes. 
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The main reason for this is the lack of 
knowledge about Dalit history.  
Hugo: Now you mentioned one other issue: 
The demands raised by Ayothidas Pandithar are 
still pending.  
Sannah: Yes, they are still pending.  
Hugo: So, does this mean that there is still 
untouchability in Tamil Nadu? Do atrocities 
still occur? Are such issues still continuing? 
Sannah: Untouchability? That is; each 
village is split into oor and cheri. Why do they 
keep the downtrodden in the cheris? It’s 
because they are untouchable people – that is 
why. Now across the world there have been 
ghettos, there is no country on earth without 
ghettos. On some basis or other whether that be 
physical pollution or spiritual pollution, citing 
pollution of some kind ghettos have been 
created. As societies have developed, however, 
and as they have progressed, those ghettoes 
have ceased to exist. Today there are ghettos for 
Black Americans, ghettos for Aborigines in 
Australia but the systematic separation into oor 
and cheri cannot be found. So long as you have 
the oor and cheri, it means that untouchability 
continues to exist. It is clearly visible; no other 
country has such blatant and openly visible 
segregation like this. While the situation 
remains like this in Tamil Nadu, or anywhere 
across India, how can we say that 
untouchability has been eradicated? 
Untouchability persists 100% in all its 
manifestations today. That is the truth.  
Hugo: Now in 1990 people celebrated 
Ambedkar’s centenary. At that point both 
Ambedkar’s ideals and the term Dalit spread 
widely across Tamil Nadu. Can you say a bit 
about the movements that have been operating 
since that point.  That was when DPI – the Dalit 
Panther Iyyakkam (Movement) came into the 
limelight, Puthiya Tamilagam (New Tamil 
Nadu Party) emerged around that time too. 
Similarly many other movements were 
mobilising significantly around that time.  
 
Sannah: Now you know, since the outset I 
have had a very different opinion on this that I 
have made clear. Many former writers, 
intellectuals and thinkers say that it was only 
after the Ambedkar centenary that Dalit 
mobilisation occurred in Tamil Nadu.  
Hugo: That was when it became widely 
visible.
Figure 3: Ambedkar is now a ubiquitous figure in 
Tamil Nadu 
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Sannah: Maybe, but I disagree with that 
position. Dalit movements have always been 
protesting. A movement can only – at best – 
campaign forcefully for about thirty years. 
After thirty years, the key players in that 
movement will grow old – the age-factor plays 
a role – their boldness will diminish and the 
next generation will start afresh. This is the 
trend for social movements around the world. 
Just look at Tamil history. The movement that 
emerged in the 1880s stuttered a bit after 1914 
when Ayothidasar died. After him, the 
movement gains strength again after 1919. It 
continues to be reasonably strong through the 
1920s, till the Dravidian movement emerges 
and dilutes it. Then again in Ambedkar’s time 
from about 1932 or 1935 even till 1956 the 
Dalit movement is strong in Tamil Nadu. 
Again, after Ambedkar’s death it loses ground a 
bit before local Dalit leaders emerge. After this, 
between 1960 and 1980 or so, there are lots of 
little, little leaders in the state. There were also 
leaders who were spoken about, but who 
accepts them? They need to be accepted don’t 
they? No matter how many protests you hold, if 
you look at major clashes; there have been 
major clashes before 1990. You will have heard 
of the Meenakshipuram riot, but the opportunity 
to record those clashes was absent at that time.  
Hugo: Now who are these leaders who 
emerged in the interim? Vai.Ba [Y. 
Balasundaram of the Ambedkar People’s 
Movement] … 
Sannah: Y. Balasundaram, Chepen, 
Elayaperumal, then Sakthidasan like that there 
is a long list. But no one recognised them at the 
time. They remained as movements and were 
not able to enter politics. Then, there is another 
issue in the pre-1990 period. Before 1990, the 
Dalit intellectuals of today and the non-Dalit 
intellectuals who work within the Dalit concept 
and consciousness – none of them regarded the 
pre-1990 Dalit movement as ideologically 
based. They saw even Ambedkar as a caste 
leader - that is what they thought. In their minds 
the key theorists were Lenin, Marx, Mao, Stalin 
and people like that. From this standpoint they 
perceived the Dalit movements as struggles 
over land and materialist concerns that is all. 
They saw Ambedkar as a democrat or a liberal 
capitalist. That is how they defined him. 
Consequently they gave no consideration at all 
to the background, ideology and mobilisation of 
these movements. If you ask when their 
opinions begin to alter, then between 1988 and 
1991 there is a massive change in Russia. 
Gorbachev introduces Perestroika to Russia, but 
it is a failure. Once that fails the Soviet Union 
collapses and the countries in the Soviet Bloc 
adopt a democratic and capitalist system. For 
communist inspired thinkers their minds had 
been focused on the USSR as the archetypal 
movement until that point and they did not 
study movements closer to home. It is only after 
Perestroika and the change to capitalism in 
Soviet Russia that there begins to be a change 
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in their analysis. Having seen this they decide 
that there is no longer any use in talking about 
what is going on over there. If they look to 
China, then state capitalism has been introduced 
there too. It is in the midst of these changes and 
re-evaluations in their thinking that the 
Ambedkar Centenary occurs. What happens 
then is that this lot only start to read Ambedkar 
at that juncture. Once they start to read him 
then they start to accept him as a leading 
ideological thinker and endorse him as such. So 
what happened was that they have written about 
their change of mind as though that was a 
change in wider society. Following this they 
write that it was after the Ambedkar centenary 
that Dalit mobilisation took off in Tamil Nadu. 
Who takes the earlier protests and movements 
into account?  
Hugo: You are right, we should not forget 
them. 
Sannah: No, we cannot forget them, but 
they are [forgotten]. In that period before 1990 
countless Dalit journals were published, but this 
lot did not even have the heart to read them. 
What do this lot do? After 1990 when they start 
to read these journals and Ambedkar’s works, 
they portray their intervention as significant in 
the rise of Dalit ideology. Then the myth or the 
falsehood is that it is only the non-Dalit 
ideologists who have ideological insight that 
the Dalits lacked beforehand. By and large, 
wherever you are, new movements will emerge 
after about thirty years. Similarly around 
Ambedkar’s Anniversary Dalit movements 
regenerated, the Dalit Panther Movement 
flourished, but it did not begin in 1990 it started 
earlier, but after Thirumavalavan assumes 
leadership some of these non-Dalit ideologists 
offer support to him and go along with him. 
This was not the only movement at the time. 
Puthiya Tamizhagam was there, there were 
some Arunthathiyar movements, and lots of 
smaller movements and several caste 
eradication organisations and fronts were 
established at this time. In understanding the 
reason for this uprising, the Ambedkar 
Centenary is one cause for this lot – it is not a 
reason for the Dalit movement itself because 
who else has kept the ideas of Ambedkar alive 
over all these years?  
Hugo: But isn’t it true that it was only in 
1987/88/89 that they translated Ambedkar into 
Tamil? 
Sannah: They translated him, yes – but 
before that many small publications spread his 
word. Let me ask you one question: Leave aside 
Ambedkar’s ideas, were there no Ambedkar 
statues anywhere in Tamil Nadu before that 
point? 
Hugo: There were, but not to the same 
extent.  
Sannah: As far as Ambedkar is concerned 
people did not read his ideas and then engage in 
protest. Ambedkar for most is an identity; he 
worked for us and fought for us and is our 
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Messiah – that is what they think. Due to that 
they raised Ambedkar statues in village after 
village and nurtured the protest spirit through 
that. There is no need for ideology or 
philosophy to protest with ordinary people. 
What the non-Dalit thinkers assumed was that 
you needed an ideological grounding in order to 
protest, and thus they totally misunderstood this 
intervening period. So we can say that the 1990 
Ambedkar Centenary was an awakening point 
for non-Dalits, for Dalits it was merely a great 
opportunity. I think that this position is one that 
has been totally obscured.  
Hugo: Good point, few people talk about 
this. Academics sat in libraries will talk about 
Ayothidasar and the continuities in the Dalit 
movement. It is also clear that movements do 
not and cannot emerge overnight. The seeds of 
revolt need to be planted first and we need to 
dig deep to uncover the pre-history of the 
movement. You have articulated this more 
clearly than anyone else I have spoken to. But 
even now, hardly anyone has worked on the 
Dalit leaders who existed between 1957 and 
1990. 
Sannah: They have paid no attention to 
them at all.  
Hugo: They have ignored them and not 
written about them either.  
Sannah: Yes, Sivaraj [Also Shivaraj – 
President of the Scheduled Caste Federation 
and, later, President of the Republican Party] 
was a major leader. He was second only to 
Ambedkar and constantly by his side but who 
paid any attention to him? He was one year 
older than Ambedkar, but no one speaks about 
him. N. Sivaraj, after Ambedkar’s death, 
founded the Republican Party that Ambedkar 
had wanted to found. Ambedkar wanted to form 
the Indian Republic Party and wrote all the 
rules and policies for it, but he died before his 
dream could be realised. N. Sivaraj had a huge 
role in founding the party and taking it to an all 
India level. Also at that time there were well 
known political leaders in Tamil Nadu. 
Ambedkar died in 1956, this party was founded 
in 57, in the 1962 election the DMK was allied 
to the Republican Party. At the time of the 
alliance the major Dalit leader in Tamil Nadu 
was Ayra Sankarnan, after him there were 
Pallikonda. M. Krishnasamy, G. Moorthy, 
Sakthidasan, Chepen, L.Elayaperumal, 
Y.Balasundaram and other similar leaders who 
paved the way for subsequent movements. No 
one recognised any of these leaders. The 
Republican Party was established enough for 
the DMK at that point to need to ally with it. 
That need was there, for example, in 1962 there 
was an election and the RPI was in alliance 
with the DMK. [Sivaraj contested from Vellore 
in 1962 and came second. He won from 
Chengalpattu LS constituency in 1957]. Sivaraj 
contested for the Vellore MP Constituency, but 
DMK candidates stood for the 6 MLA 
constituencies that fall within its boundaries. 
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Now, both of them are in alliance and 
competing together and so both of them should 
win. If they gain victory then the DMK should 
win in the 6 MLA seats and the RPI should win 
the MP constituency. But if you ask what 
happened there, the big shock was that the 6 
DMK candidates all won, but the RPI candidate 
Sivaraj was made to lose. Whose fault is this? 
The DMK lot should have voted for him 
shouldn’t they? How can the DMK which 
massively betrayed its ally then claim to uphold 
the rights and identities of the downtrodden? 
This is the nature of Dravidian parties and the 
Dravidian movement. Just because these 
leaders were prevented from speaking does not 
mean that we can conclude that there was no 
movement. In sum, in the thirty years between 
Ambedkar’s death and 1990 there were 
significant movements working in Tamil Nadu 
and indeed across India. It is because there was 
no will to accept and recognise them that this 
issue arises. It was only after 1990 with the rise 
of new movements that Dalit activity appeared 
to their eyes. More specifically, after the 
collapse of the Soviet Union.  
Hugo: Just a quick question. Is it right that 
parties like the RPI never contested on their 
own symbols but on those of their allies like the 
DMK or ADMK?  
Sannah: Yes, in the early stages (in 1952 
and 1957 elections) the Republican Party did 
stand independently on the Elephant symbol, 
and on same elections period stood in Assembly 
election with the Commonweal Party on 
another symbol – the rising sun- which the 
DMK later inherited. After that as Dalit parties 
were unable to muster a large enough vote bank 
to stand alone they were not able to contest on 
their own symbols. Since their opportunities 
were so limited – 1 or 2 seats – if they stood 
with the ADMK they campaigned on the two-
leaves, if they stood with the DMK they 
adopted the rising sun; this is how their 
movements were suppressed. 
Hugo: Is this why the movements that 
emerged after 1990 boycotted elections and 
attempted a more radical mobilisation of the 
people? 
Sannah: Yes that is true. If you ask what 
happens then in elections, Dalits have 
continuously been unable to claim their share. 
There are two issues here. The first is that they 
failed to gain separate electorates in 1935 
following the decree in 1932. Instead of 
separate electorates they gained reserved 
constituencies. What this means is that the 
representative in each of these constituencies 
must be Dalit, but each party puts forward a 
downtrodden candidate who becomes a party 
representative rather than a spokesperson for 
this community. In this manner the political 
rights that were gained by the Dalits have come 
to primarily benefit the non-Dalits. This led to a 
gradual decline in trust in the electoral process 
and a belief that they needed to shore up Dalit 
power by some means. Basically the people
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were repeatedly frustrated by elections, and 
continuously felt cheated by them. This was 
especially the case amongst the youth who felt 
that no party represented them or gave them a 
voice. At this point, as soon as the Viduthalai 
Chiruthaigal adopted its election boycott it was 
taken up with great enthusiasm and radicalism 
in southern districts particularly in and around 
Madurai and subsequently it spread across the 
major part of Tamil Nadu. In addition, 
boycotting elections continues to be an emotive 
issue even today.          
Another factor was communal atrocities. In 
the 1990s Miss Jayalalitha came to power and 
promoted several prominent members of the 
Backward Caste Thevar or Mukulathor Castes. 
This occasioned great among the entire 
Mukulathor castes who felt that they are ruling 
class and have the right to rule over and 
dominate the Dalits. Dalits, however, did not 
accept this mind-set which led to multiple caste 
clashes. In that severe situation Scheduled 
Caste reserved constituency members were 
sitting in Assembly as silent spectators and they 
did not react against communal atrocities. As 
far as Dalits are concerned, particularly the 
Dalit youth, this led to immense frustration and 
a feeling that the present electoral system could 
not save them. They were, therefore, naturally 
attracted to the electoral boycott and the radical 
political mind-set which was articulated by the 
DPI. That was the social background.  
Hugo: Has this casteism now lost its 
virulence, and have caste-Hindu atrocities 
diminished?  
Sannah: No, not possible, it is still alive. 
Even now so many incidents are being noticed 
every day. 
Hugo:  Is education the key to eradicating 
untouchabilty? With increased education will 
the protection of caste identity and practice of 
untouchability – at least in virulent forms – 
slowly decline? I think and hope that education 
may help to this end.  
Sannah: No, I don’t think so, because 
caste-Hindus today are actually educated caste-
Hindus. How can they lose their privileges 
which have been given to them by the caste 
system? It is because they want to protect their 
identity for that, that they profess 
untouchablity. In addition, there are two kinds 
of untouchability; one is open untouchablity 
and another is a more abstract form of 
untouchablity. 
Hugo: What do you mean by this? 
Sannah: In future the main challenge will 
be to identify and contest micro-level, abstract 
expressions of untouchability. This micro, 
abstract form of untouchability is particularly 
prevalent in cities. I strongly draw your 
attention to the abstract forms of untouchablity 
so that they can be taken into the political 
scenario as so academics may also map and 
find their dynamics and impact in future. 
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Hugo: We may even be unaware of it. 
Sannah: Yes. But it is only if you discover 
this that there is any opportunity to speak about 
caste eradication. They can say: ‘Look at me 
I’m a big man. I have left behind old feelings 
and am sitting here eating with a Dalit. I am 
having tea with him’. Just saying that is a form 
of caste dominance in some ways. This goes on 
all the time. Then you may come to Madras and 
live in apartments and say that you are going to 
talk about Dalit rights, but there will be huts 
right next to your home and you will not once 
open your mouth to speak about or to those 
slum-dwellers. When questioned you will say: 
‘These are very ugly people’! This sort of 
hypocrisy is rife amongst the intellectuals. 
Hugo: Not just that, there is also a neglect 
of their history. For example there is the school 
of Subaltern Studies – a globally renowned 
group of historians – who never spoke about 
Dalits. 
Sannah: They did not. 
Hugo: But aren’t the Dalits the main 
subaltern group? 
Sannah: Of course. It is only after we 
levelled these charges against them that they 
started to become silent and drift away. After a 
while they thought: ‘why should I speak on 
Dalit issues when I am abused like this? I’ll 
stop talking about it’. This is one of the key 
reasons why non-Dalits are so silent today 
within intellectual circles. Otherwise they 
should still be raising their voices shouldn’t 
they? 
Hugo: There are people, like V. Geetha and 
others, who are writing about the Dalit 
movement aren’t there? 
Sannah: That is an attempt to counter – 
well not even counter but to defend themselves 
against the charges we have made. So rather 
than seeing the Dalit movement as emerging 
overnight in 1990 we can see that there is a 
long-running process of mobilisation. Once that 
was given direction and energy in the 1990s 
Dalit politics took it up and started to run with 
it. If you asked what fear this created in 
Government; then these radical movements 
which were boycotting the elections were 
rallying the lower castes. There was a fear that 
they might become Naxalbari movements 
[radical left movements which owe their name 
to Naxalbari Village in West Bengal]. That was 
the fear that existed. Once this challenge to 
legitimacy was felt by the Dravidian political 
parties all the political parties joined hands to 
put pressure on the Dalit movements. They 
started foisting cases on people, instigating riots 
and so on with the view to bringing them into 
parliamentary democracy through such 
pressure. Simultaneously we have to ask what 
the result of the movements who boycotted 
elections from 1990 to 1998-89 was. Their 
result was that they could organise the people, 
give a face to people’s sufferings, hit back
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when attacked but this alone cannot be the sole 
purpose of a political party.  
Hugo: They were also important in raising 
awareness. 
Sannah: Yes, this was a strategy to educate 
people politically. After this, the next step had 
to be an attempt to seize power from whoever 
was excluding the downtrodden people. This is 
a natural outcome of political growth. Then 
those parties boycotting the elections reached 
the point where they needed to take power 
away from the powerful or assume power 
themselves. It was in the belief that this would 
help further dilute marginalisation that people 
joined the Viduthalai Chiruthaigal and that is 
why they decided to take part in elections. No 
sooner had they done so than the necessity to 
engage in electoral work and consider electoral 
alliances arose. But it has to be said that they 
made full use of their thirty-year cycle – which 
I talked about earlier – to mobilise and protest 
for the people.  
Hugo: Okay. Up until 1999 you said that 
electoral politics was the path of scoundrels and 
that politics was a sewer. Now you have entered 
that sewer. Not just the VCK but Puthiya 
Tamilagam and others. Having entered the 
sewer how have you dealt with Dalit issues? 
Sannah: In the first election the leaders of 
the time joined hands with G. K Moopanar 
(founder and president of Tamil Manila 
Congress- Tamil State Congress) in a Third 
Front and tried to create a new, alternative 
front. The aim after that election was to create a 
non-DMK or ADMK force and to rally VCK, 
PT and intermediate castes’ parties. However, 
Moopanar did not agree to this and following 
the 1999 elections he joined hands with the 
ADMK. After that, in every election, whether it 
be the one in 2001 or 2006 or the one in 2011, 
the VCK’s position has been to forge a non-
Dravidian alternative front. They have worked 
extremely hard to this end, but they have not 
once been successful in this endeavour. Had 
they succeeded then perhaps Tamil politics 
would have changed. There would have been an 
opportunity to change. As far as the VCK are 
concerned, they have the desire to change, but 
the other parties lack the heart to recognise their 
Figure 4: A rosette for a VCK conference giving 
prominence to then ally, Chief Minister Karunanidhi 
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efforts. For example let us take Dr. R. 
Ramadoss; Ramadoss tried to unite 
downtrodden people; fisher-folk, Muslims with 
the intermediate castes. He joined with us in the 
Tamil Protection Front and has a similar 
position on Eelam, but he has never been 
willing to contest an election with us as part of 
a Third Front. In 2009 The VCK tried to create 
a Third Front; our leader Thol. Thirumavalavan 
made determined efforts to forge an alternative. 
At the same time in 2007, a Dalit ideal 
emerged; that ideal stated that in Tamil Nadu; if 
Dalits, Muslims, Christians, Tribals, Fisher-
folk, and similar minorities and then the PMK 
and other intermediate castes could be united as 
a political force then that would bring about a 
major change in Tamil Nadu politics. Politically 
speaking such a political force would create an 
alternative to the DMK and ADMK. This view 
came to the fore, most radically in the 1996 
election. Back in the 1996 election they tried to 
fulfil this ideal to some extent. Once they had 
done that then all non-Dalit castes created caste 
parties too. All those parties united and joined 
in coalition with the DMK in the 1996 election. 
As soon as they did they suffered a major 
defeat. Having been burned by the experience 
they determined never to ally with explicitly 
caste-based parties again. This was the stance 
taken by the DMK post 1996. Then that became 
a separate front. So at the time when they were 
thinking to create an alternative, the DMK used 
these parties for its own ends. Once that had 
happened, the trust vested in the smaller parties 
evaporated and the trend towards an alternate 
front gradually disappeared. This was the time 
when Puthiya Tamilagam entered elections and 
the VCK considered following suit. After that 
in 1999 and the 2001 elections the DMK were 
very clear that they would not ally with caste 
parties, but they allied with parties that do not 
openly call themselves caste parties. The VCK 
did not get an opening there as a result, and 
were compelled to ally with the ADMK. The 
ideal of an alternative which emerged at that 
time, however, has been a central plank of VCK 
policy and the party – especially our leader 
Thol. Thirumavalavan. We have tried again and 
again, even up to the 2011 elections to realise 
such a front. Unfortunately, those attempts have 
failed. This is what happened in successive 
elections after 1999. The underlying truth is 
that though the VCK have entered party politics 
they have remained true to their ideals; they just 
have not been able to put them into practice.  
Hugo: OK, now it is essential to work with 
the Dravidian parties; do they give you 
recognition within their coalitions? Do they 
engage in grassroots work during election 
campaigns? Do they vote for you? Do they give 
your leader respect on their stages? What is the 
situation in their coalitions?  
Sannah: Now if we must look at both 
parties, the ADMK today has changed into a 
Thevar party; a Mukkulathor party. The day 
that Jayalalitha joined forces with Sasikila it
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turned into a Mukkulathor party. This side, in 
the north, the Vanniyar votes are split into two 
vote-banks: the first is the Paatali Makkal 
Katchi and the second is the DMK. As far as 
the ADMK are concerned, their Vanniyar vote-
base is very small. When the VCK joins forces 
with the ADMK, the VCK have authority in the 
northern districts, but the ADMK do not, 
having said which many of the downtrodden 
people are with the ADMK. For all these 
reasons the VCK gained a certain respect from 
the ADMK. As far as the DMK are concerned, 
the respect that we get on platforms and stages 
we do not receive at the grassroots. On stages 
our leaders can sit on a par with Karunanidhi; 
we can campaign on their platforms and they 
will come and campaign on our stages, but the 
respect that we got on the platforms we did not 
get on the ground. At the same time with the 
ADMK, in southern districts the VCK gets no 
respect on the ground because the ADMK’s 
base there is the Mukkulathors. In this society 
we can only ask which stages we are accepted 
onto. When looking at it like that, having 
entered the sewer of politics the main difference 
between the ADMK and DMK is like that. 
Looking at it like that, though the ration might 
vary very slightly, we have not received full 
acceptance or recognition from either party. 
They totally see us as ‘just a Dalit party’ and it 
could take some time before that perception 
changes.  
Hugo: Do their votes fall for the VCK? 
Look at the last election. In 2011, PMK, DMK 
and VCK were all in the one front. In northern 
districts Vanniyars are either in the PMK or the 
DMK, the Dalits are with the VCK. If all three 
sets of followers vote according to this, then we 
should have won in at least 2 or 3 
constituencies shouldn’t we? 
Sannah: Mmm. 
Hugo: But you did not win in a single seat. 
Sannah: Now, in terms of vote banks. The 
way we should analyse the 2011 election is that 
– this is how everyone sees it – there is a 
perception that the PMK is totally a Vanniyar 
party, but Vanniyars are not united – this is 
important. There are two types of Vanniyar: the 
first are the Tamil-speaking Vanniyars and the 
second are the Telegu-speaking Vanniyars. The 
Telegu-speaking Vanniyars are one community 
force; the Tamil-speaking Vanniyars are a 
different group. Those behind Ramadoss are, 
generally speaking, the Tamil speakers. The 
Telegu-speaking agni-kulu Vanniyars – Naidus, 
Reddiyars and so on, unite with other Telegu-
speaking intermediate castes. They do not 
accept Ramadoss’ leadership. That is one thing. 
Secondly, the Telegu-speaking Vanniyars 
within the DMK – the authority rests with the 
wealthy Telegu-speaking Vanniyar candidates; 
that is why they are in that party. In 2011 
Vijayakant’s campaign split the Telegu 
Vanniyar vote. The PMK vote bank diminished 
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and the DMK vote-bank shrunk too. In this 
situation the Telegu-speaking Vanniyars have 
no need to accept or work with VCK 
candidates. The Tamil-speaking Vanniyars in 
either the DMK or ADMK – there is little 
chance that they will fully endorse the VCK 
either. When someone who was working under 
them until yesterday suddenly stands as an 
MLA candidate, they do not have the will to 
view them as equals and so they withheld their 
votes too. As far as the downtrodden are 
concerned, they see voting as one of their main 
tasks but they are not yet politically 
conscientised to vote for one of their own, so 
their votes are still distributed amongst parties. 
Dalit votes fell for non-Dalit candidates, but the 
votes of the non-Dalits were not cast for Dalit 
candidates. This is the backdrop and underlying 
reason for the VCK’s loss in 10 seats. The 
Vanniyar votes and the other intermediate caste 
votes did not fall for the VCK. That is the truth. 
What should have happened is that their leaders 
should have given their followers requisite 
training. Had that happened then the chances of 
a DMK front defeat would have been 
eliminated.  
Hugo: I accept the truth of this, but I’d 
contend that the VCK need to provide the same 
training too because … 
Sannah: That’s true enough, it is definitely 
needed. 
Hugo: For example in Sholavandan 
constituency, VCK cadres on the ground 
worked for the ADMK. If you ask on what 
basis they did that, they say that the PMK 
candidate there was Pallar whereas the ADMK 
candidate was Paraiyar and they wanted to give 
a Paraiyar a chance in their constituency. Many 
stood by their candidate but an equal number 
campaigned for the opposing party.  
Sannah: That is, as you say, VCK 
comrades also definitely need that sort of 
political training. If caste feeling raises its head 
then this problem will arise everywhere. Also, 
one cannot say from this that all VCK cadres 
would behave the same if this occurred in 10 
other constituencies. You also need to 
understand the local dynamics. When local 
caste frictions exist then there is a greater 
likelihood that cadres will work for the 
opposing caste candidate. We need to provide 
that training in future, we cannot forget that we 
are lacking in that department. We cannot 
pretend that caste equations do not matter in the 
VCK. We cannot expect that and this change 
needs to be brought about within the VCK as 
well.  
Hugo: OK, now you have changed into a 
party. No Dalit party in Tamil Nadu can win 
with Dalit votes alone.  
Sannah: They cannot, that is for sure.  
Hugo:  To win they need the votes of other 
castes. On those grounds – whether it be PT or
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VCK – you are speaking a lot about Tamil 
Nationalism now and you are bringing non-
Dalits into the party and giving them posts. 
Could you say a bit about this please? 
Sannah: Now, like you say, within Tamil 
Nadu people operate within a narrow sphere. 
There is a common perception of the VCK as a 
Dalit people’s party. Now if you look at 
Ambedkar’s writing on Dalits he refers to them 
as a majority people, but a ‘scattered majority’ 
– a majority that has been widely scattered – if 
you look at this scattered majority within any 
given locality they are a minority. So when you 
look at their position within a constituency they 
are in the minority. Across India they form a 
huge population, but in each area they can only 
be small parties. You cannot expect Dalit 
parties to gain power with such a vote-bank, 
lots more work is needed before that can 
happen. At the same time there is a belief that if 
the downtrodden can gain recognition within 
wider society then they can be victorious. For 
example, Ambedkar started the Independent 
Labour Party which had both Dalits and non-
Dalits as members. After a while what he does 
is that he changes it to the Scheduled Castes 
Federation (SCF). When the situation called for 
separate SC [Scheduled Caste] politics he 
thought to organise the downtrodden into a 
political force first of all before reaching out to 
others. What happened after that was that he 
introduced the new idea of the Indian 
Republican Party. Now look at these 
differences: first of all Independent Labour 
Party, then SCF, then the Republican Party. So 
he began by trying to create a common face – a 
common identity, but that did not become a 
success. He then emphasises caste identity, that 
does work to some extent but he feels that if he 
keeps on with this then caste identity will 
become a hindrance and so he forms a 
democratic party in the form of the RPI. This 
reflection and consideration may be found in all 
parties in India. In some form or other they 
have adopted this strategy. Look in TN, first 
there was the Republican Party, then parties 
formed for the Adi-Dravidas, then a party for 
Pallars, then a party for Paraiyars and 
Arunthathiyars were formed. What happens is 
that, having formed them, they continue for a 
time as movements but as soon as they become 
parties they cannot stand on a caste basis so 
what do they do? Viduthalai Chiruthaigal; 
Puthiya Tamilagam, Paatali Makkal Katchi, 
etc. – they create parties with common names. 
Then if we are forming parties with common 
names and trying to rally the people we have to 
find common cause and we can only go to the 
nation. This is the only opportunity, and thus 
Tamil nationalism is the only possible plank. So 
some parties of the downtrodden have adopted 
the concept of Tamil nationalism. This is one 
step on the journey towards a common identity. 
At the same time, when the Tamils were 
oppressed in Sri Lanka, generally speaking it is 
oppressed people who gave a voice to the 
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oppressed; whilst other parties here all gave 
Tamils a voice politically, their emotive 
connection with the issue of Eelam was lacking. 
Here it is the downtrodden people who have 
experienced oppression and there the Tamils 
are most oppressed – whether they be in the 
Tigers or in other organisations, 80% of the 
people are downtrodden people. When they 
took up Tamil identity in the face of Sinhala 
oppression it was felt that this identity could 
secure a common identity for us here. It is in 
that belief those downtrodden parties are 
advancing the concept of Tamil nationalism. 
Even though there is a serious question as to 
whether Tamil nationalism would deliver 
liberation, this is a journey towards a common 
identity. If this is recognised and accepted then 
caste feelings will really diminish, caste politics 
will lessen and this will facilitate the emergence 
of a truly democratic politics – that is the hope 
with which Tamil nationalism has been 
adopted. As far as the VCK are concerned, even 
when they were radically opposed to elections 
they spoke of Tamil nationalism. Whilst 
speaking like this even, they viewed other 
Tamil nationalist speaking movements with 
scepticism and wondered how committed they 
were to the cause. Since entering electoral 
politics they have continued to speak of Tamil 
nationalism. Having entered electoral politics 
there is no need for Tamil nationalism is there? 
They do not need to speak of this. So to some 
extent they have established some trust on this 
issue and Tamil nationalism has afforded the 
VCK an opportunity to gain some acceptance 
and recognition in the public sphere. This was 
accepted as a matter of course in the party. 
Between 1998 and 2008, they spoke of Tamil 
nationalism but they also spoke of downtrodden 
leadership. Only the downtrodden can lead, just 
as the labouring masses called for labour 
leaders, so the downtrodden called for the 
downtrodden to lead on the issue of Tamil 
nationalism. At that point even some 
intermediate caste parties accepted that 
argument. At this point the VCK spoke of Dalit 
leadership, but there were no non-Dalits in the 
party. Whether they speak of this or not, Dalits 
are leaders in this party. Then the party has to 
be democratised and brought into line with 
other democratic parties; if we bring non-Dalits 
who truly desire Tamil nationalism into the 
party then the concept of Dalit leadership would 
make sense. On that basis what do they do in 
2008 – they focus on this concept … 
Hugo: The Velachery (VCK headquarters) 
declaration? 
Sannah: The Velachery declaration. They 
bring that declaration forward in September 
2007. Following that, all posts in the party were 
dissolved and in all areas people were asked to 
apply and new post-holders were announced in 
which Dalits, Muslims, and non-Dalits were 
included from 21st March 2008 and new post-
holders took office. Tamil nationalism was one 
reason for the integration of non-Dalits into the
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party, and this also created an opportunity to 
democratise the party.  
Hugo: This is a welcome change, but what 
the cadres in the party are saying is that ‘we 
have been running round working for this party 
for twenty years; we have been beaten; we have 
been to prison. Suddenly, because we are now a 
party, non-Dalits are joining the party in order 
to get posts’. Have the grassroots members of 
the VCK accepted the non-Dalits? 
Sannah: Now just as there is scepticism 
over whether non-Dalits can accept Dalits or 
not, that same scepticism exists amongst the 
Dalits of the VCK. It is not going to be absent 
there. We also cannot pretend that it is not 
there. If you ask why I am saying this, then a 
party is merely an expression of society. When 
you finish your party work you have no option 
but to go home. When you go home, likewise, 
you cannot abandon your party work. Party and 
society are one; so whatever problems you 
encounter in society you will also find in the 
party. You cannot look at them in isolation. If 
someone near his house is excluding a Dalit; 
burning his house; creating caste clashes, and 
doing all this sort of stuff. Then why would 
scepticism not arise within the party? It will 
definitely be there. Only when society changes 
will this scepticism diminish within the party. 
Whilst social organisations retain this emphasis, 
caste-based outlooks will remain. What needs 
to happen is for those in leadership positions to 
understand this and create opportunities for a 
change of heart. 
As an organisation we need to give training 
to that end; we have been doing so and are 
going to redouble our efforts in this area. When 
doing that, as you say, you get people saying: 
‘I’ve been in the party for 20 years, why am I 
not recognised?’ That very thought is mistaken, 
because this is political recognition in some 
ways. If we see it as non-Dalits accepting their 
leadership and entering the party then it is a 
form of recognition and we need to get this 
point across, but it will take time.  
Hugo: Now, non-Dalits are coming into the 
party. Are they joining as individuals or as part 
of a group? 
Sannah: Non-Dalits, in the current trend, 
are joining as individuals. 
Hugo: Then this is not a major boost for 
electoral prospects; but if we leave elections 
aside for the minute is there any social gain to 
the inclusion of non-Dalits in the party? 
Sannah: Now, only after we entered 
electoral politics and embarked on the 
democratic process has such an opportunity 
arisen. Had we maintained the election boycott 
then opportunities for such interaction would 
have been very limited, because though non-
Dalits are joining us it is highly unlikely that 
they are joining us with a radical mind-set. 
They are a democratic force that is all. The 
radically-minded intermediate castes were with 
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the VCK even when we were boycotting 
elections and remain here now. They did not 
join with the aim of gaining electoral positions 
or success and do not expect such rewards now. 
They are working behind the scenes in the party 
and at the grassroots. We can say that they are 
one of the pillars of the party. But the small 
groups of people joining now, they are merely 
democratic forces. The party can use them and 
they use the party. This is continuing as a 
mutual understanding at present and we hope 
that this will gradually change over time.  
Hugo: But since they have joined the party, 
and because we are allying with other parties 
such as the PMK, Moovendra Munnetra 
Kazhagam (Thevar Progressive Federation – a 
Thevar-dominated party based in South TN) or 
Kongu Nadu Munnetra Kazhagam (Kongu 
Land Progressive Federation - a party run by 
intermediate Gounder caste people from 
western TN), has caste violence reduced? 
Sannah: It has definitely reduced!2 If you 
look at things from a different perspective then 
the fact that we are giving non-Dalits posts 
within the VCK sends a clear signal to other 
parties and castes: ‘Your people are also in this 
party’. Hitherto our opportunities to get close to 
other castes and parties were very limited; we 
could not speak directly to leaders. Such leaders 
                                                
2 N.B.: This interview was conducted before the burning 
of over 260 houses in Dharmapuri in November 2012. 
The VCK have been to the fore in protests against this 
violence and have blamed the Vanniyar-dominated PMK 
of instigating the incident. 
do not have the heart to speak to Dalit leaders, 
there is a mental block. What this means is that 
when it comes to discussing coalitions, 
bargaining for seats or negotiating issues then 
the non-Dalits in our party are extremely useful. 
What this means is that if there is a caste clash 
anywhere or a problems then it is easier for our 
non-Dalit leaders to speak to non-Dalit leaders 
on the ground. This helps us to keep the peace 
and to resolve issues, and non-Dalits in the 
VCK have played a huge role in this. We 
should recognise and respect that role and 
realise that this is one path towards a more 
harmonious society.  
Hugo: Okay, good, but at the same time if 
you look at what happened in Paramakudi 
[where 6 Dalits were killed in police firing and 
baton charges in September 2011] – at the heart 
of that conflict was the assertion that Dalits 
should not use the term Guru Puja, or 
DeivaMagan (Son of God) as they see these 
terms as reserved for their own leader. Thevars 
asked how Immanuel Sekaran could be spoken 
about in such terms. At that point couldn’t the 
non-Dalit comrades in the party intervene to 
resolve things?  
Sannah: You are right, the problem that 
arose there was not one that happened suddenly 
or unexpectedly. In that area what the 
Mukkulathors think is that Guru Puja is a term 
reserved for Muthuramalinga Thevar and they 
are militant about this. It is since the Guru Puja 
for Immanuel Sekaran has begun to rival their
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one that the problem has arisen. The 
Paramakudi shootings did not just happen on 
that day, the roots of the shooting go back to 
when the Immanuel Sekaran Guru Puja began. 
They see it as a competition and are determined 
to stop it. It is a clear case of competition; and it 
is a very emotive issue. You cannot resolve 
these emotions just by having two or three 
leaders sit down to discuss the matter. This is a 
continuation of the conflict between 
Muthuramalinga and Immanuel Sekaran that 
began in 1950. The two have both died now, 
but the conflict persists and we cannot expect to 
intervene and resolve it immediately. The 
people with the opportunity to stop this are in 
this party alone. That is why even in the 2011 
election we gave the Madurai Mayoral seat to 
Mukkaiah Thevar’s (All India Forward Block 
MLA and Thevar leader) son Ganesan (in the 
party his name is Thiruma Pasumpon which is a 
combination of Thiruma = Thirumavalavan and 
Pasumpon = Muthuramalinga Thevar’s 
birthplace). He left the party – that is a different 
matter – but because he stood on our behalf 
then Mukkulathors outside of Paramakudi had 
faith that caste riots would not emanate from 
the Panthers, and trusted that the Panthers 
would not cause problems for them. Though he 
left the party many had already had a change of 
heart. To my knowledge in one village there 
were 500 Pillai castes who switched allegiance 
en masse to the VCK. That was during the 
VCK membership campaign. Following our 
party president Thol. Thirumavalavan’s advice, 
we held membership drives between 2009 and 
2011 and recruited more than 45 lakhs members 
into the party in Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry 
within two years. I am the organiser of that 
great mission and it is continuing and furthering 
the cause of the movement. In this membership 
drive many Mukkulathors joined the party, 
many Pillaimars joined, many Naidus joined, 
many Gounders joined – this is a result of the 
membership drive that we held and the 
elevation of non-Dalits to leadership positions. 
So the non-Dalits in the VCK play a vital role 
in controlling caste clashes and riots.  
Hugo: Now Dalit cadres are a bit scared by 
this. Now there are many non-Dalits in the 
party meaning that non-Dalits believe that caste 
clashes will not arise. What Dalit comrades say 
about this, though, is: ‘if any problems arise 
then we will compromise; we are backtracking 
from earlier positions and have abandoned 
Figure 5: A poster showing Thirumavalavan paying 
homage to Thevar - unthinkable 5 years ago. 
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Dalits’. This is a fear that many grassroots, 
village Dalits have. What do you say about 
that? 
Sannah: That is true enough, this fear is 
genuine because the Viduthalai Chiruthaigal is 
a party that has advanced the issues of the 
downtrodden – specifically Dalits – and acted 
on their grievances. As many non-Dalits are 
joining the party now there is an accusation that 
they are benefiting unduly from this. Of course 
there will be this suspicion and we cannot avoid 
that. What we need to ask is what political 
benefit the VCK have had from their 
membership; what they have achieved? 
Looking at that too, there are very few 
advantages. We have won only one MP seat 
and have lost 10 MLA seats. Now only if we 
succeed politically can we resolve issues at the 
grassroots and have the opportunity to debate 
these issues. If we stand only as Dalits, 
however, we have very little chance of winning 
so we need the support of non-Dalits. When 
problems arise, as you say, we get complaints 
to the party leadership and what they say is that 
there are clashes occurring here. Even today 
there was an issue; it came up at the Court 
yesterday. In Seshasamudram3 there was a 
dispute between the cheri and oor over pulling 
the temple car. When the argument arose 44 
Dalits were imprisoned, but not a single 
                                                
3 “Dalit women begin fast unto death”, The Hindu, 9 
September 2012, Villupuram (Tamil Nadu). Retrieved 
from: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-
national/tp-tamilnadu/article3876412.ece 
Vanniyar was arrested or imprisoned. Those 
creating the problem are the Vanniyars and the 
victims are the Dalits. When that problem is 
occurring who is it who takes up the issue? The 
VCK is the only party to address the issue. 
Similarly there was a problem in Namakkal4 
where they had been without a path to the 
cremation grounds for 20 years in a place called 
Munjanoor. There again it was the Viduthalai 
Chiruthaigal who took up the issue. As soon as 
the VCK stepped into the breach and took up 
the issue – the victims there are Arunthathiyars 
– no-one there made compromises with the 
non-Dalits. Because we protested without 
compromise the people have gained an access 
route to the cremation grounds today. I can 
keep giving examples like this, but in some 
villages there are minor or petty confrontations 
and we also have the responsibility to ensure 
that we engage in dialogue to prevent these 
small problems from escalating into major caste 
clashes. You see the Panthers can make a fuss 
and then leave the village, but the villagers 
there need to live in peace. We cannot allow the 
problems caused by a few to adversely affect 
the entire village. In those situations we have to 
resolve matters through dialogue, there is no 
other option. In those situations one or two 
frustrated people might come and accuse us of 
compromise, but in some places such
                                                
4 “Viduthalai Chiruthaigal Katchi begins indefinite fast”, 
The Hindu, 20 June 2012, Namakkal (Tamil Nadu). 
Retrieved from: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-
paper/tp-national/tp-tamilnadu/article3660277.ece 
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compromises are necessary to protect the 
people. What do we hold protests for? In search 
of peace and harmony, that’s why. So in some 
villages the party has a duty to prevent small 
issues from escalating and responsibilities to 
maintain the peace, but some people 
misunderstand this. That is the situation. 
Hugo: That is an important point, but 
protests are not just to keep the peace [Sannah: 
No], they are also struggles for justice. If we do 
not gain justice then what is the point of the 
struggle? This accusation is also there. For 
example in Madurai there is Vandiyur 
Theerthukadu. Despite judgements from the 
Court, High Court and Supreme Court upper 
castes continue to occupy the land. Then what 
the residents there say is that there must be 
some compromise happening that means that 
we have yet to reclaim the land.  
Sannah: They may say that, but in the place 
you mention who is supporting the upper 
castes? Are the Viduthalai Chiruthaigal behind 
them? [Hugo: No]. No, but the entire 
machinery of the government gives them 
support.  
Hugo: Sure, but if you protest continuously 
will you not be able to regain the land? 
Sannah: Definitely we would get it, if we 
protested continuously we would definitely get 
the land, but at the same time the VCK is not 
just a full time protest organisation. We protest 
to protect the people, but at the same time we 
also protest to gain a foothold in politics. There 
are many types of protest. This does not mean 
that we abandon this cause. We are still 
protesting about this as much as we can. Just 
yesterday they posted something about the issue 
on Facebook, about people being forced to 
carry shoes in their hands. This still happens 
today. 
Hugo: Where was this? 
Sannah: In a village near Dindugal. There 
are such problems in many places, but it is only 
when we become aware of these issues that 
everyone realises that the problems exist. There 
are so many villages which have not come to 
public attention, what can we say about them? 
Now we in the VCK need to tackle court cases, 
protest, lead struggles, stand against caste-
Hindus, stand against exploiters, stand against 
the police, address the concerns and doubts of 
party comrades, address the concerns of non-
Dalits in the party – it is within this multitude 
of concerns that we have to address any 
problem. We cannot directly confront any 
problem, but have to be mindful of all these in 
finding a solution. In some areas we get an 
immediate resolution in others – like in 
Munjanoor (Namakal District) – it took 20 
years to get a solution. In those 20 years what 
will the people have said? They will have said: 
‘this lot come and go, and come and go’, that is 
what they will have said. Today we were 
successful on the back of continued protests – 
this was not a one-off demonstration or a 
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problem that arose the other day. Caste is an 
issue that has been ongoing for thousands of 
years and you cannot resolve that in two or 
three days. It takes years of sustained protests. 
If the VCK back off from such protests then 
you can condemn us. If they accuse us of 
selling out even when protests are ongoing then 
it is our job to help them understand the ground 
realities.  
Hugo: Right, but now you have become a 
party. Since becoming a party have your ideals 
and priorities changed? 
Sannah: That is, as our leader 
Thirumavalavan has said, we have changed our 
tactics but not our principles. The party’s five 
goals remain the same. The route we take to 
attain those goals may change with the times. 
No movement can stick to the same strategy 
forever - that also would not work out. So there 
is absolutely no scope to even suggest that we 
have abandoned or sold out on our underlying 
ideals since entering electoral politics. Our 
ideals remain exactly the same and we are 
continuously protesting towards their 
realisation.  
Hugo: OK, if the ideals are the same has 
the structure of the party changed? My sense is 
that the secondary rungs of leaders have not yet 
attained state level prominence. 
Sannah: This is a widespread accusation – 
that is true – as far as secondary leaders are 
concerned – whoever the media recognise are 
the next level leaders. More to the point, the 
trend in Tamil Nadu is that whoever the leader 
recognises – they alone are leaders. I’m 
speaking generally here. He will have been a 
cinema actor till yesterday, suddenly he will 
start a party and all the newspapers join as one 
to elevate him into a major leader. There is no 
room there for any questions about what he did 
till that point, what he has protested or spoken 
about in the past. It is the media that creates 
leaders. As far as the Viduthalai Chiruthaigal is 
concerned they focus exclusively on the leader 
who has been protesting all these years and that 
is Thiruma.  
Hugo: It is not just the media; that is the 
problem. 
Sannah: No, not just the media but I will 
explain things step by step. The media focus on 
him and so everyone recognises his face. At the 
same time within each party there will only be 
one person who is a mass leader. In every party 
there is just one mass leader. Second rung 
leaders need recognition within the party, only 
then will they gain newspaper and other media 
recognition. With our party the issue is that 
because we have emerged from the 
downtrodden sections everyone has a desire for 
leadership. This means that there is huge 
competition for each place. In that sort of 
competition it is only when each candidate 
recognises the other that an established 
secondary leadership can emerge. ... If that 
emerges, then a secondary leadership can 
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emerge. That is one point. Secondly, do people 
accept those who are already in place as 
secondary leaders? That is not the case. There is 
great resistance to accept even those four or 
five leaders like myself who are known as 
thinkers across Tamil Nadu. How do we 
overcome that resistance? We cannot confront 
it head on, each person has their own views – it 
is a huge matter that they have accepted 
Thirumavalavan. They now ask: ‘Should we 
recognise others and make this party bigger?’ 
So non-Dalits have prevented the recognition of 
others. Caught between these two issues, 
VCK’s secondary leaders are unable to get into 
the limelight and get stuck where they are. 
Hugo: But the party could do more to 
promote them could it not? [Sannah: True] For 
example in Vaiko’s party Nanjil Sampath acts 
as a star speaker.5 There is no such figure in the 
Panthers apart from Thiruma [Sannah: Yes].  If 
someone other than Thiruma could be nurtured 
and allowed to speak in each area then they too 
would be imprinted in people’s minds.  
Sannah: That is true enough, but you 
cannot say that there are no speakers, they are 
there. 
Hugo: There is no star speaker though. 
Sannah: Even star speakers … 
                                                
5 Ironically, the spokesman mentioned here fell out with 
Vaiko shortly afterwards. In December he switched 
allegiance to the ADMK (cf. “Nanjil Sampath joins 
AIADMK”, The Hindu, 4 December 2012, Chennai 
(Tamil Nadu). Retrieved from: 
http://www.thehindu.com/news/states/tamil-nadu/nanjil-
sampath-joins-aiadmk/article4163543.ece). 
Hugo: Not just that, there is the question of 
what people think about others. For example, in 
Parali Pudur, where Backward Castes burst into 
the cheri, set houses alight and beat people up. 
When I first went there they said: ‘The VCK 
has done nothing for us’. When I asked further 
they said: ‘People from the party came and 
stayed here for over a week and gave us 
protection and food and so on, but they did not 
take up the issue properly’. When I asked what 
that meant they said: ‘No leaders came’. Did 
no-one come I asked. It turned out that 
Pandiyammal (VCK’s Madurai Urban District 
Secretary) had come, Ellalan (VCK’s Madurai 
Rural District Secretary) had come, ArtralArasu 
had visited. In the end what it boiled down to 
was the fact that Thirumavalavan had not been. 
ArtralArasu is a state leader [Sannah: Yes], 
Pandiyammal and Ellallan are City and 
Regional leaders [Sannah: Regional leaders 
yes]. For the sole reason that Thiruma had not 
visited they maintained that the VCK had done 
nothing and have yet to replace the board 
declaring their allegiance to the party.  
Sannah: Yes, people have not yet got the 
mindset to accept secondary leaders and we 
need to change that bit by bit. That is a 
drawback in the party and we have to accept 
that. The problem is that everyone expects the 
leader.  
Hugo: What I thought was that those three 
leaders are all local and well-known faces. Had 
a Ravikumar (General Secretary of VCK and 
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then MLA) or a Sinthanai Selvam (General 
Secretary of VCK) visited at that time, they 
would at least have felt that ‘someone has come 
from the north of the state’ and even though the 
leader did not go they would have been buoyed 
by the visit of a big name from elsewhere. 
[Sannah: Mmm]. You could even do things 
like this [Sannah: Definitely]. You can send 
ArtralArasu to Cuddalore and send 
SinthinaiSelvam to Madurai. In sending them 
across state like this, the people will gain some 
belief that the party is taking their concerns 
seriously in sending big leaders. 
Sannah: True, that should have happened 
but we missed that opportunity. We can change 
that in the future.  
Hugo: OK, one other related question 
concerns candidates. How do you select them? 
In 2011 you got 10 seats. Of those 10 there was 
just the one who was a woman I think. Of the 
10 were 2 non-Dalits? [Sannah:Yes]. How do 
you decide who to give a seat to?  
Sannah: In elections when thinking about 
the candidates, the first point is that whichever 
party we are allied with determines which seats 
we will contest from. They decide the 
constituencies. 
Hugo: Do we have no say in that? 
Sannah: They determine the place – the 
seat. 
Hugo: Exactly, can we not say that we want 
these constituencies. 
Sannah: Yes, we submit a list. If we hand 
in a list of 40 then they will give us 10 out of 
them. That is how it works. Of these there are 
about five that we can really demand and fight 
for. But this is decided first by them. When 
deciding this, the situation that the DMK and 
ADMK have created is that we should only 
field local candidates. That is what they think. 
What that means is: whoever is the majority 
caste in a constituency will get the position. 
These two happen, and then the next 
consideration is whether they have the financial 
strength to campaign. Candidates are decided 
on the basis of these three criteria. This is also 
the procedure for the VCK. We both do and do 
not follow this line. They only adopt that 
process to some extent. What we look for 
within the party when allocating seats is that: 
they should have some authority amongst the 
people; they must have worked for the party for 
a long time; then we consider what their 
performance in the Assembly would be like – it 
is on the basis of two or three issues like this 
that they determine who to nominate. Even if it 
is the leader who has the final say, he consults 
widely before doing so. It is on that basis that 
the leader announces our candidates. This is 
what has happened in two or three elections. In 
those announcements then there will assuredly 
be one woman and one non-Dalit. That has to 
happen. If we get 10 seats then two non-Dalits 
and one woman – that is what they set aside. If 
they have to be Dalit then within Dalits it 
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should be a woman. It is on that basis that in 
each election one woman would have stood for 
election in at least one constituency. The same 
with non-Dalits who could be Muslims or other 
castes. Seats are set aside for them and it is on 
that basis that nominations are made. There is 
nothing massively complicated about all this.  
Hugo: Do you think that Thirumavalavan 
should be a candidate? I’m asking this as 
Thiruma can hardly ever visit his constituency. 
He is always on the go, hardly having time to 
sleep he travels round not just TN but now also 
to Delhi. This means he cannot conduct his 
constituency work, so who is looking after that 
in his absence?  
Sannah: Now this question should not even 
arise … There is a PM in each country, there is 
a PM in India, does he go to his constituency? 
[Hugo: No]. Jayalalitha is there. Does she go to 
her constituency? Leaders are those who 
represent people in a political sense. There is 
always an accusation that their constituencies 
suffer as a consequence and this exists 
everywhere. Not just VCK leader 
Thirumavalavan, but for all leaders. They 
cannot go to their constituencies. Simple MPs 
and MLAs can focus on their constituencies, 
but leaders are unable to do so and that work 
needs to be taken up by the secondary rung 
leaders within their parties. On that basis in 
Chidamambaram MP Constituency the VCK 
has a huge team to decide what work needs to 
be done and what needs to happen. That group 
finds out what places have what issues and 
draws up a list noting where roads need to be 
laid, where tanks need to be built, where social 
centres and libraries are required, where schools 
are needed, they note all these issues in a list 
and then allocate funds accordingly from the 
Rs. 5 Crore constituency funds – they are 
spending that continuously. That constituency 
work is happening, it is ongoing – it is not like 
it is being neglected, but the papers do not 
report this in any detail. So, as far as leaders are 
concerned, the questions of can they stand for 
election or not does not even arise. Party 
leaders should definitely stand for election 
because only then will other people gain some 
faith in him. 
Hugo: But if that work is not done, then 
they will not be able to win again – that is the 
problem. 
Sannah: That’s true, that is why I say there 
is a team working on this. And you also need to 
please try to understand, that we as a party have 
an extra limitation. That is, as far as the VCK is 
concerned, we are not only interested in that 
MP Constituency or whatever state 
constituencies we have won, we are involved 
all over state wherever Dalit and downtrodden 
people are affected.  
Hugo: True, but this raises the question of 
what have you achieved as a party? What 
changes have you effected? As a movement you 
brought about many changes. The promise to 
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return a blow for a blow was etched in people’s 
minds and created consciousness and 
mobilisation. What have you done for the 
people as a party? 
Sannah: As I said before, the party can 
only focus on issues that are raised in society. 
They reflect society. Back then when we spoke 
of hitting back, Mukkulathors and Vanniyars 
were vehemently and violently anti-Dalit. After 
Dalits started to counter-attack their predatory 
instincts diminished. Now they do not engage 
in major riots, they do not tend to set light to 
cheris, they do not tend to muster people to 
attack Dalits.6 Though small-scale violence 
persists in many places, the will to engage in 
major clashes has declined. Then why should 
we stick to the same ‘hit back’ slogan and 
strategy? You can only say that when there is a 
need. Now, when they are being quiet – after 
the war, peace is the only way. At a time when 
they think to be peaceful we too should adopt 
that path. Even so, wherever there continues to 
be oppression then the ‘hit back’ slogan will 
have resonance and will be deployed – that is 
happening today. We have not abandoned that.  
Hugo: Ok, but as a party what changes have 
you brought about? 
Sannah: Yes, I am coming to that question. 
When we were a movement the people were 
mobilised on the basis of emotions to become a 
political force. As I said before there is a need 
                                                
6 Again, note that this interview occurred before 
Dharmapuri. 
to channel this political emotion into an 
organisation and materialise it. If we want to 
gain political power then we have to become a 
political party. One cannot take political power 
as a movement. Till now we had a lot of 
freedom. We could oppose who we wanted, 
condemn who we wanted and depended on no-
one who we might criticise. We condemned 
anyone we wanted on the basis of our 
principles. Having become a party, however, 
we must abide by the norms set down by the 
Indian Electoral Commission and abide by their 
regulations. This imposes a certain discipline 
and we need to be disciplined about who we 
condemn and how we do so. We need to work 
within these limits and familiarise ourselves 
with the political culture. Till now Dalits have 
been shut out of that, but that has started to 
develop in the past ten years. Having joined the 
electoral path we have nurtured this political 
culture.  
Hugo: Ok, but the voters on the ground are 
not looking for that. They anticipate job 
opportunities, houses, freebie policies/handouts 
– these are what they expect. As a party – 
furthermore, when you were in the ruling party 
coalition – could you offer people such 
opportunities? 
Sannah: When we were in the ruling party 
alliance we were only able to do that to a 
limited extent, because as far as the VCK was 
concerned this was the first ever time for us to 
be in the ruling coalition. It was new and so we
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were uncertain about how to best use the ruling 
party. Not knowing, we protested and fought to 
get the necessary work done, but I am not sure 
that we were totally successful in this as both 
the DMK and ADMK have been in government 
for 50 years and grown accustomed to 
government. Extracting resources from them 
and taking them to the people was a serious 
undertaking and we did not fully succeed in 
doing so. This is for the future. We need to 
learn how to do this, we too are still learning 
aren’t we? We have created an understanding of 
the processes to some extent though, we have 
understood how to best use the ruling party.  
Hugo: In many places you have also got 
work for people. 
Sannah: We have, that has happened. In 
many places it has happened. We can’t talk in 
terms of thousands of opportunities, but 
certainly in hundreds.  
Hugo: Now what you said at the outset was 
that yours was an ideologically inspired party. 
If you ask what ideals you have then there are 
women’s rights, land rights, class equality, and 
caste eradication. What have you done to 
realise these?  
Sannah: Our five main goals? 
Hugo: Yes, now what seems to happen is 
that there is a clash or a riot today and you rush 
to the scene and work on that issue. This 
happens on the one hand. On the other hand 
you have these ideals. What work are you doing 
to achieve them?  
Sannah: Now you have to understand one 
point: Dalit politics has an agenda and a goal, 
but we cannot dedicate ourselves 100% to 
moving this goal forward 100% of the time. We 
have the desire to attain them; we make efforts 
to attain them; we have plans and policies to 
reach them but as we proceed towards these 
goals what happens is that they say: if they 
achieve this the movement will become too big. 
Not just for the Panthers I am talking about the 
fate of Dalit movements across India. What the 
ruling class think is that if we achieve our goals 
there will be a major change in society. As a 
consequence they create distractions and 
diversions; they register cases against party 
cadre, they instigate riots, once the media and 
other organisations instigate such conflict then 
our concentration on the goal is dissipated. 
Once that happens we end up facing in multiple 
directions. Then we resolve issues and get back 
on track only for this to recur again. Whatever 
the end goal or peak of Dalit politics is, when 
we are mired in problems time and again we are 
dragged down and have to wade through these 
first. An issue that should be resolved in 10 
years takes thirty. This is what is happening 
with the Viduthalai Chiruthaigal, they too 
cannot escape this fate. Even if the Viduthalai 
Chiruthaigal stay true to an issue – you yourself 
mentioned Parali Puthur, here there is 
Seshasamudram and there are countless villages 
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like this – as we proceed towards our ideals we 
also have to give attention to them. We have 
never said that problems will be resolved 
immediately, but we remain committed to 
trying to resolve them. This is one point. The 
next is that the party speaks radically about 
Tamil Nationalism. Whilst doing so then we 
work together with parties and non-political 
organisations that are also campaigning on 
similar issues. We are working with social 
organisations and Tamil nationalist outfits for 
whom elections have no rewards because they 
are firm in their boycott of elections. We work 
together on an issue-basis to raise the profile of 
the cause. We also take up the class struggle. 
When tackling class inequalities even if we 
accept that the downtrodden people fall within a 
class, the intermediate castes do not agree with 
this analysis. Despite this we do not see the 
intermediate castes as opponents; we see them 
as working towards similar ends and join with 
them in protests. When fighting against 
exploitation we join with Tamil nationalist 
movements and with intermediate caste groups 
as well as with other democratic forces. In 
terms of women’s rights, these movements 
speak of women’s rights and we join forces 
with them on those issues too. Then there is 
caste eradication. When it comes to caste 
eradication, however, none of the other parties 
have this as an objective. The VCK alone has 
this goal. As far as this ideal is concerned the 
Viduthalai Chiruthaigal must operate alone and 
we have no friends whatsoever. They have no 
need to eradicate caste and they have their own 
separate agenda. So when you look at our five 
main ideals, we work with other parties and 
movements to achieve four of them but we are 
still in a situation where we have to stand alone 
and protest for the final issue. We do not 
believe for a moment that we can resolve all 
these issues immediately, but we are unerringly 
working towards those goals. Moreover we 
have taken these five demands down to the 
grassroots. No one in the cheris knew about 
Tamil nationalism; none knew about women’s 
rights; none knew about campaigns against 
oppression. If, today, these are matters that are 
discussed within the cheris then that is a result 
of the VCK’s efforts alone.  
Hugo: They may speak about them, but if 
you take caste eradication this has yet to take 
root at the ground level. This is why between 
Pallars, Paraiayars and Arunthathiyars … 
Sannah: Problems arise – that is true. 
Hugo: There is no unity amongst them, no 
inter-marriages. Where they do marry; their 
families do not accept them, so how do we take 
these ideals to the people? 
Sannah: This is what I have been saying. 
Now take the demand to eradicate caste: the 
VCK is just 22 years old. That too, we have 
been in party politics for about 12 years. How 
can you possibly expect us to resolve a 2000 
year old problem in 12 years? We have created
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a platform haven’t we? The fact that 
Arunthathiyars, Pallars and other castes are now 
joining the party is something that we could 
never have anticipated before isn’t it? A party 
can only create that platform and you cannot 
condemn us on this basis alone.  
Hugo: I totally accept that, but what are the 
next steps? That is my question. What steps are 
you taking towards these goals? You will have 
discussed this in the party and talked about how 
to progress. 
Sannah: Now, up to the present what we 
have had is the leader meeting directly with the 
people and holding demonstrations, now 
technology has advanced. Now with the 
advance of technology there is a huge question 
mark over whether we can reach the grassroots 
without harnessing it because all existing media 
– if I go and speak in a village I could speak for 
one hour. After I have finished speaking and 
left they will spend 10 hours watching 
television. Other concepts and ideas are taken 
to them via the television, so the issues that I 
spoke about will be forgotten within the hour. 
Only if that message is taken to them 
continuously will their doubts and thoughts 
start to change. Only then will the ideas of caste 
eradication and women’s liberation begin to 
imprint themselves in people’s minds. While 
people are publicising the goals of the 
movement the next stage for the Panthers must 
be to take the media into their hands and take 
these issues to the viewers. If we can compete 
with other channels then we believe that we can 
turn the media into a democratic force. At 
present we are in the process of trying to take 
the media into our hands. 
Hugo: OK. On a different matter – two 
months ago I was in Karnataka where I met 
M.C. Raj of REDS who is leading a campaign 
on proportional representation. They see the 
electoral system as flawed. Are you taking part 
in these discussions? 
Sannah: Definitely, definitely. Now in Sri 
Lanka, the Sri Lankan government is extremely 
oppressive, but at the same time there is the 
necessary representation for Tamils. Even if 
Rajapaksa’s government wins with an overall 
majority, there is the opportunity for opposition 
MPs to enter parliament and it is their 
proportionate electoral system that is the reason 
for this. Here we do not have that. He it is 
numbers alone. It is a majoritarian electoral 
system. There is a vote. If there are 100 votes 
then whoever gets 51 votes is the winner, but I 
will give you a small example. Let us assume 
there are 100 votes. 3 or 4 parties compete 
together in a coalition. In terms of voter turnout 
we have yet to cross 70% in India. In general it 
is 68 or 65% that is all. Then that means that 
30% of the people do not vote in elections. Of 
the remaining 70%, the ruling party gets some, 
the opposition party some and the third parties 
pick up votes as well. All in all at the end of the 
day when we add up how many votes the ruling 
party has received it is between 25 and 30% of 
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the vote. What this means is that in truth the 
government in India is a minority government. 
Even if they gain 30-40% of the vote that 
means that 60% of the voters are against them. 
Then how can we call this a democratic 
country? So we oppose this voting system. If 
MPs and MLAs were distributed on the number 
of votes each party receives then everyone 
would get the opportunity to enter parliament. 
Therefore we wholeheartedly support the 
campaign for proportionate electorates and are 
thinking of launching a campaign on this issue. 
Although we have taken part in existing 
campaigns we are considering launching our 
own dedicated mass movement on the issue.  
Hugo: This is important, because if this 
occurred then there would be no need to rely on 
coalitions. 
Sannah: Exactly, there would be no 
necessity of that at all.  
Hugo: I have taken a lot of your time and 
learned many issues from you. Many thanks. 
 
We invite feedback relating to this special 
interview, which may be communicated through 
the comment features of this online journal 
(registered users), or by directly contacting the 
Author/contributors: 
Dr. Hugo Gorringe Hugo.Gorringe@ed.ac.uk  
And/or 
J. Gowthama Sanna g.sannah@gmail.com.  
More information about Mr. Sanna may also be 
obtained at http://gsannah.wordpress.com  
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